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ABSTRACT
Many retailers are offering crowdsourced delivery where ad hoc

drivers collect goods from pickup stores and deliver the goods to

customers on behalf of the retailers. Efficient spatial data manage-

ment solutions are needed to optimize the routes of the drivers. In

the existingmodel of crowdsourced delivery, retailers make delivery

plans regardless of drivers’ original full routes. This can lead to un-

necessarily high delivery costs. We propose a novel crowdsourced

delivery model that optimizes delivery routes by concurrently se-

lecting pickup stores and drivers. Based on this model, we develop a

heuristic solution for crowdsourced delivery. Experimental results

show that our solution saves delivery costs by up to 50% compared

with the existing model used by retailers. Our solution is also scal-

able for large cities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many retailers are offering crowdsourced delivery service, where

ad hoc drivers earn a fee for picking up goods and delivering the

goods to customers. For example, Walmart offers a crowdsourced

delivery service called Spark Delivery in the US. The choice of the
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Figure 1: (a) Customer 𝑐 placed a request to a retailer that
owns pickup stores 𝑠1 and 𝑠2. The delivery request is assigned
to an ad hoc driver who is going from work to home and
whose original route is the shortest path between 𝑘+ and
𝑘− . (b) Without considering the driver’s original route, the
retailer may choose 𝑠2 as the pickup store at order placement
time, resulting in a suboptimal delivery route with cost 7 (red
dashed line). (c) By considering the driver’s original route,
the retailer would choose 𝑠1 as the pickup store, resulting in
a better delivery route with cost 5 (blue dotted line).

delivery routes has a direct impact on delivery costs and delivery

speed. Efficient spatial data management solutions are needed for

optimizing the routes in citywide road networks based on a large

amount of spatial data such as the location of stores and customers.

When planning the delivery routes, the existing crowdsourced

delivery services are based on a model where a retailer first chooses

the pickup store for a request and then assigns the delivery job to

the driver who is the closest one to the chosen store at that time. As

the existing model does not consider the original route of drivers

when making delivery plans, the delivery routes can be suboptimal

with high travel costs. The difference between a suboptimal delivery

route and an optimal delivery route can be seen in Figure 1, where

the delivery cost is reduced when the selection of pickup store is

optimized based on the original route of an ad hoc driver. This is a

simple example out of many suboptimal cases.

We propose a crowdsourced delivery model that minimizes deliv-

ery costs through concurrent selection of pickup stores and drivers

when planning the delivery routes. Our model is fundamentally

different from the existing model adopted by retailers in that our

model aims to reduce the detour of ad hoc drivers at the global level

by exploiting the original route of ad hoc drivers, the location of

all pickup stores and the location of customers. We call this model
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Crowdsourced Delivery through Concurrent Routing and pickup

Store Selection (CD-CRSS). We develop an efficient spatial data

management solution to solve instances of CD-CRSS in large cities,

where a large number of delivery requests need to be processed at

the same time. We believe our direction will reduce delivery costs

for retailers and increase crowdsourcing as well.

Our solution involves two stages, an assignment stage and a

routing stage. In the assignment stage, our solution assigns delivery

jobs to drivers such that the estimated travel cost of all the drivers is

minimized. This stage will be presented as a basic nearest neighbor-

based algorithm and then as a more advanced algorithm. The later

algorithm starts with a naive assignment plan then gradually opti-

mizes the plan with a minimal spanning tree using a heuristic. This

stage solves a new type of spatial query: Given a set of drivers and

the predecessors of a customer (the candidate pickup stores), the

query returns the driver whose delivery route, via one of the prede-

cessors, to the customer, has the lowest travel cost. This query is a

variant of the In-Route Nearest Neighbor (IRNN) query [32, 35]. We

name our new query In-Route Nearest Neighbor with Predecessors.
In the routing stage, our solution computes the exact delivery

routes for drivers who are assigned customers. This stage will be

presented as a basic nearest neighbor-based routing algorithm and

then as a more advanced routing algorithm that uses a branch-and-

bound approach. The routing stage solves a new routing problem,

which aims to find the shortest route that passes a given set of

nodes (the customers) via the predecessors (the candidate pickup

stores). This new routing problem is a variant of the shortest Hamil-

tonian path problem [31]. We name the new routing problem Group
Hamiltonian Path with Precedence Constraints.

To further manage delivery costs, we develop two novel detour

control methods. The methods can help limit the distance of de-

tours for reaching pickup stores or customers. The first method

guarantees that a driver only visits stores and customers that are

within a certain distance to his or her original route. The second

method sets a stricter limitation on travel cost such that the ratio

of the distance of the delivery route to the distance of the original

route must be below a threshold no matter the number of stops.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing solutions for

crowdsourced delivery can minimize travel costs in such a compre-

hensive way as our solution. Our CD-CRSS model can be applied to

an application scenario where an ad hoc driver picks up goods from

one retailer and delivers the goods to multiple customers of the

same retailer. The model can also be applied to a more generic case

where the driver delivers goods to multiple customers who buy

from different retailers. In this paper, we focus on the generic case.

Our solution is guaranteed to achieve the same or lower delivery

costs than the state-of-the-art solutions because our solution con-

siders more factors when optimizing delivery routes. For example,

our solution considers all the available pickup stores of a retailer

for a customer while the state-of-the-art considers only one.

Our experiments show that a cost saving of 50% can be achieved

when CD-CRSS is applied to a retailer-independent platform like

Amazon, where customers can choose from a wider range of re-

tailers. Our solution is readily deployable as it runs as fast as the

existing model used by Walmart and alike. Our solution can even

serve large cities efficiently. Also, our solution runs up to 3 orders

of magnitude faster than a linear programming-based solution.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Crowdsourced Delivery
Many existing works in crowdsourced delivery [2–4, 6, 7, 9–12, 14,

15, 17, 19, 25, 26, 30, 34, 36] assume that the purchased items
of one customer can only be picked up from one specific
location. This is different to our work as we note the fact that
in many cases there can be multiple pickup locations for one
customer from a retailer. The only work that has studied a similar

configuration is [37]. None of the other existing solutions considers

the optimization of pickup location selection when planning driver

routes. From this point of view, our model (CD-CRSS) is in a highly

advantaged position as it optimizes from multiple perspectives at

the same time. The existing works mainly fall into two categories

depending on whether deliveries are fully crowdsourced or not. In

the first category, deliveries are fully crowdsourced, which means

the ad hoc carriers are responsible for picking up items and deliver-

ing the items to customers directly [4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 19, 26]. In the

second category, deliveries are partially crowdsourced, where ad

hoc carriers only move parcels between intermediate depots in road

networks [15, 30, 34]. The customers need to drop off the parcels

or pick up the parcels at the depots by themselves. Our work falls

into the first category as we assume that ad hoc drivers need to

visit stores and then customers directly.

A recent work [33] on shared mobility applications proposes

a route planning method that can be applied to ride-sharing and

food delivery, which can be adapted to crowdsourced delivery as

well. This work also assumes that there is one pickup location for

one customer, that is, it does not consider the selection of pickup

locations for individual customers. Due to this reason, the approach

cannot be applied to the application scenarios addressed in our

work. We also note that traditional ride-sharing approaches [1,

5, 16, 21, 23, 24] inherently assume that there is only one pickup

location. Therefore, they cannot be used to solve CD-CRSS either.

Another recent work, Online Trichromatic Pickup and Delivery

Scheduling (OTPD) [37], develops a crowdsourced delivery solution

where a set of pickup points are available for each request. OTPD se-

lects pickup locations and drivers based on various constraints, such

as the expiration time of delivery tasks and the workload capacity

of drivers. OTPD is aimed at cases such as food deliveries and its

benefits can be observed when real-time deliveries are paramount.

Thus, it misses the further optimization that can be achieved by

CD-CRSS as our approach exploits the same-day-delivery level of

service adopted by big retailers and therefore finds solutions inside

batches of requests. CD-CRSS is not meant to solve the online ver-

sion of this problem. Also, OTPD maximizes a trichromatic utility

function whereas CD-CRSS minimizes total travel cost. OTPD is

basically aimed to address a stream of queries for perishable goods

and thus, an immediate solution is paramount, while we aim to

address the common online retail market for next-day delivery or

same-day delivery, which gives us room to optimize and address

an Amazon-like market. Based on these premises, our approach

cannot be benchmarked against OTPD.

2.2 Nearest Neighbor Queries
In the general form, Nearest Neighbor (NN) queries search the

closest node to a query point given a set of candidate nodes. Many
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variants of Nearest Neighbor queries have been studied [18, 29].

There are two types of NN queries that are highly related to our

work. One of them is In-Route Nearest Neighbor (IRNN) [32, 35] and

another is k-Path Nearest Neighbor (k-PNN) [8]. The two queries

are similar as both search the nodes near a given path with the aim

to minimize the travel cost via the nodes. The difference between

the two queries is that in IRNN the path is fixed whereas in k-PNN

the path can change as the starting point of the path is the user’s

location at real time. Our solution assigns customers to drivers by

solving a variant of IRNN query. Our query differs from IRNN as it

searches the driver whose delivery route is the shortest one among

all the possible delivery routes under the assumption that the route

passes one of the pickup stores and then a given customer.

2.3 Hamiltonian Path Problems
Given a set of vertices, a Hamiltonian path is a path that visits each

vertex once. The shortest Hamiltonian path problem searches the

Hamiltonian path with the lowest cost [31]. The routing algorithm

in our solution solves a new type of routing problem, Group Hamil-
tonian Path with Precedence Constraints. The problem is a variant of

the shortest Hamiltonian path problem. The new problem requires

that certain nodes (customers) can only appear after precedence

nodes (pickup stores) on the shortest Hamiltonian path. Our new

routing problem is also a generalization of the Sequential Ordering

Problem (SOP) introduced by Escudero [13]. Escudero defines the

precedence relationships as a directed acyclic graph 𝑃 B ⟨𝑉 , 𝑅⟩
where an arc (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑅 means that vertex 𝑖 should precede 𝑗 , rep-

resented as 𝑖 ≺ 𝑗 , in a feasible path. SOP allows the concurrent

existence of multiple precedence relationships regarding the same

vertex. For example, it allows 𝑖 ≺ 𝑗 ∧ 𝑘 ≺ 𝑗 , where 𝑖 and 𝑘 are two

stores ofWalmart and 𝑗 is a customer. However, SOP cannot enforce

the selection of precedence relationships as our model does. Taking

the previous example, our model can enforce 𝑖 ≺ 𝑗 ∨ 𝑘 ≺ 𝑗 , that is,

a Walmart store must be visited before a customer but visiting any

Walmart store is sufficient. This cannot be achieved with SOP.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Our research is focused on crowdsourced delivery in large cities,

where a large number of online customers may submit delivery

requests to retailers within a time interval. These customers can be

assigned to ad hoc drivers.

Let𝐺 B ⟨𝑉 ,𝐴⟩ be a road network graph with a set of vertices𝑉

and a set of edges 𝐴. Let R be the set of retailers. A retailer 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅
owns a set of stores 𝑆𝑟 . The locations of stores and customers are

in𝑉 for the sake of simplicity without loss of generality. Each edge

𝑒 ∈ 𝐴 is associated with a travel cost, which can be measured as

the distance of the edge or some other metric. Let C be the set of

customers. A request made by customer 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 contains a retailer

name, a list of purchased items, and a delivery address. Let D be

the set of ad hoc drivers. An ad hoc driver 𝑘 ∈ 𝐷 moves in the

road network. The driver follows a path 𝑃𝑘 , which is a route that

starts at 𝑘+ ∈ 𝑉 and ends in 𝑘− ∈ 𝑉 . The travel cost of the driver
is denoted as 𝑻𝑪𝒌 , which is the sum of the travel costs associated

with all the edges on the driver’s route. Let SC be the service cost of

all drivers. 𝑆𝐶 is measured by travel costs, that is, 𝑆𝐶 =
∑
𝑘∈𝐷 𝑇𝐶𝑘 .

The proportion of customers served by crowdsourced carriers in

all the customers is denoted as PC.
Our research problem is defined as follows.

Given: a road network 𝐺 , a set of retailers 𝑅, a set of customers

𝐶 , and a set of drivers 𝐷 .

Find: a set of routes 𝑃 such that the service cost of ad hoc dri-
vers (SC) is minimizedwhile the proportion of customers served
by the ad hoc drivers in all the customers (PC) is maximized.

4 OUR APPROACH
To plan for crowdsourced delivery, we adopt a two-stage approach.

In the first stage, we assign customers to ad hoc drivers. In the

second stage, we compute the exact routes of drivers. Computing

the optimal plans is computationally difficult because finding the

optimal assignment is equivalent to solving the set cover problem,

which is NP-hard. For planning crowdsourced delivery in citywide

applications, one needs a solution that yields near-optimal plans

with low computational costs. Due to this reason, our solution com-

putes the assignment based on heuristics, and only the routing is

computed exactly. Our experimental results show that our solution

can run several magnitudes faster than a linear programming-based

solution that computes the optimal delivery plan. Meanwhile, our

solution achieves significant cost savings compared to the existing

model adopted by retailers.

4.1 Assignment
Assigning customers to ad hoc drivers is the first stage of our

approach. Ideally, customers can be assigned to drivers while mini-

mizing the service cost (SC as defined in Section 3). Computing the

optimal assignment is equivalent to solving the set cover problem,

which is NP-hard [20, 22]. A set cover problem aims to find the

smallest sub-collection of sets such that the sub-collection contains

all the elements. Specifically, assume there is a ground set 𝑋 of

𝑛 elements and a collection F of 𝑚 subsets of 𝑋 . The goal is to

find the minimum number of subsets 𝑆1, 𝑆2, . . . , 𝑆ℎ in F such that⋃ℎ
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 = 𝑋 , where all subsets in the solution are pairwise disjoint.

Note that ℎ can be smaller than𝑚. If each subset in F has a weight,

one can define a Weighted Mutually Exclusive Set Cover Problem,

where the goal is to minimize the sum of the weights in the solu-

tion. CD-CRSS assignment can be formulated with this problem.

Specifically, let𝐶 be the set of customers and 𝐷 be the set of drivers.

The ground set 𝑋 is𝐶 ∪𝐷 . The collection of assignments F include

all the possible assignments, each of which is a subset of 𝑋 .

In the CD-CRSS assignment stage, we aim to find a solution

F ∗ ⊆ F , where each subset 𝑆 in F ∗ is associated with a delivery

cost 𝑇𝐶 (𝑆), the cost to serve all the customers in 𝑆 in one trip. The

total 𝑇𝐶 (𝑆) from all subsets,

∑
𝑆∈F∗ 𝑇𝐶 (𝑆), needs to be minimized.

As finding the exact optimal assignments is NP-hard, our solution

finds approximate assignments with low computational costs.

We develop two heuristic assignment methods. The first method

assigns customers to ad hoc drivers based on the distance between

the customers and the original routes of drivers. This can help

reduce SC but it does not consider the cost of detours that are

needed to reach the pickup stores. To reduce SC further, we develop

the secondmethod that not only considers the location of customers

and the drivers’ original routes but also considers the estimated
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Figure 2: Customer 𝑐 placed a request to a retailer whose
stores are 𝑠1 and 𝑠2. Driver 𝑘1’s original route starts from 𝑘+

1

and ends in 𝑘−
1
. Driver 𝑘2’s original route starts from 𝑘+

2
and

ends in 𝑘−
2
. (a) Bold lines depict the ad hoc drivers’ original

routes. Dashed lines show the shortest distances from 𝑐 to
the routes. The nearest neighbor-based method assigns 𝑐 to
𝑘2 since the distance from 𝑐 to this driver’s route is 1, which is
smaller than the distance from 𝑐 to 𝑘1’s route. (b) Dotted lines
depict the ad hoc drivers’ potential delivery routes. With
the In-Route Nearest Neighbor with Predecessors query, 𝑐 is
assigned to 𝑘1 since 𝑘1’s potential route via 𝑠1 (a predecessor
of 𝑐) has cost 6 while 𝑘2’s potential route via 𝑠2 has cost 7.

delivery cost via one of the pickup stores for each customer. We

detail both assignment methods in this section.

4.1.1 Nearest-Neighbor-Based Assignment. In this method, we find

the suitable ad hoc driver for a customer by solving a variant of

the classical Nearest Neighbor query [29]. Given the location of a

queried customer and the original routes of individual drivers, the

query returns the driver whose route is the closest to the customer.

An example of assignment with this method is shown in Figure 2(a).

4.1.2 In-Route-Nearest-Neighbor-Based Assignment. The Nearest-
Neighbor-Based assignment is intuitive, yet it overlooks the stores,

which can result in suboptimal assignments. For example, a cus-

tomer may be assigned to a driver whose original route is close to

the customer whereas all the pickup stores are far from the route.

Driver assignments that consider the estimated cost of delivery via

pickup stores would be more effective in reducing SC. A request

for such an assignment equates to a novel spatial query, In-Route
Nearest Neighbor with Predecessors, which asks for the ad hoc driver

whose delivery route, via one of the predecessors (pickup stores), to

the queried customer, is the shortest one among all possible drivers.

An example of this assignment is shown in Figure 2(b).

This assignment method estimates1 the delivery cost of ad

hoc drivers based on a distance function, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑅 (Equation 1). In

the function, 𝑞 is a customer, 𝑝𝑘 is the original route of driver 𝑘

with a source 𝑘+ and a destination 𝑘− , 𝑆𝑞 is a set of pickup stores

(predecessors) for customer 𝑞, 𝑠 is one of the candidate pickup

stores, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) is the shortest network distance between 𝑖 and 𝑗 .

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑅 (𝑞, 𝑝𝑘 ) B min

𝑠∈𝑆𝑞
{𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑘+, 𝑠 ) + 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑠, 𝑞) } + 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑘− ) (1)

1
Only considers one customer at a time. Recall that an ad hoc driver may serve more

than one customer in one go.

Given a customer and all the ad hoc drivers, we can find the

most suitable driver for the customer based on the distance func-

tion (Equation 1). Driver assignment for all the customers can be

found in this way. However, due to randomness in the spatial dis-

tribution of customers and pickup stores, this approach may result

in unbalanced assignments, where some drivers get overloaded

with a large number of orders while others get no orders. Unbal-

anced assignments may also discourage people to participate in

crowdsourced delivery. In addition, overloading some drivers may

significantly increase the time on computing the drivers’ routes,

which affects the scalability of the solution.

To balance the workload between drivers while keeping the esti-

mated delivery cost to the minimum, we develop a load balancing

algorithm based on a Minimal Spanning Tree (MST). A MST is a

tree where all the vertices are connected while the total weight

of its edges is minimized. Our algorithm builds a MST with two

groups of nodes, one is customer nodes and the other is driver

nodes. The MST maintains the assignment information with the

edges between customer nodes and driver nodes. Initially, each

customer is connected to a driver that is found based on Equation 1

via an edge. The weight of the edge is the shortest distance com-

puted with the equation. To make all the nodes connected, there is

also an edge between any pair of drivers. An inter-driver edge has

zero weight so it does not affect the total weight of the MST. By

constructing the tree in this way, the total weight of the tree is the

total travel cost of the drivers who are assigned customers. In the

initial MST, some of the driver nodes may have a high degree, i.e.,

the corresponding drivers may be overloaded. Our load balancing

algorithm aims to minimize the highest degree down to a threshold,

maximum degree𝑚 of MST.
To reduce the degree of the MST, we adopt a greedy technique

that iteratively disconnects a customer node from a high-degree

driver node and reconnects this customer node to a low-degree

driver node, i.e., reassignment of a customer between two drivers.

The reassignment process starts by locating the highest-degree

driver node in the MST. Among the edges that are connected to

this node, we remove the one with the highest weight. This leaves

a customer orphan, i.e., without assignment. Then from the low-

degree driver nodes, we find the driver with the least travel cost to

serve the customer. Finally we connect the orphan customer node

to the newly found driver node in the MST. This is called a “local

move”. The pseudo code of this algorithm is shown below.

1: function MinDeg(𝐺,𝑇 ,𝑚) ⊲𝐺 : graph,𝑇 : MST,𝑚: bound

2: S ← ∅ ⊲ S: drivers on pause

3: 𝑚𝑜𝑣 ← 0 ⊲𝑚𝑜𝑣: local moves between drivers

4: while True do
5: 𝒟← Degrees(𝑇 ) ⊲ 𝒟: degrees of not paused drivers

6: Δ← max{𝛿 | ⟨𝑘, 𝛿 ⟩ ∈ 𝒟} ⊲ Δ: highest deg. of drivers
7: if Δ =𝑚 then
8: break ⊲ the bound of the degree is reached

9: if Δ = 0 or (Δ = 1 and𝑚𝑜𝑣 = 0) then
10: break ⊲ no local moves were possible

11: if Δ = 1 then
12: S ← ∅ ⊲ paused drivers are freed to try again

13: 𝑚𝑜𝑣 ← 0

14: continue
15: a ← 𝑘 ∈ {𝑘 | ⟨𝑘, 𝛿 ⟩ ∈ 𝒟 ∧ 𝛿 = Δ} ⊲ a : driver node with

the highest degree Δ
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Figure 3: (a) Combinations of stores of three different retailers. Walmart stores (𝑊1 and𝑊2) are green. Target stores (𝑇1, 𝑇2 and
𝑇3) are red. Costco stores (𝐶1 and 𝐶2) are blue. (b) Three initial partial paths in a BnB tree for a specific combination of stores.
Each path starts at the driver’s source 𝑘+. A path 𝑘+-𝑊1 is expanded by branching the tree at𝑊1. The IDs of customer 1 to 5
are shown in small circles. Note that a retailer and its customers are in the same color. For example, the IDs of two Walmart
customers (2 and 4) are shown in two green circles. (c) The path 𝑘+-𝑊1 is branched into 4 new partial paths, 𝑘+-𝑊1-𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 4,
𝑘+-𝑊1-𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 2, 𝑘+-𝑊1-𝑇2 and 𝑘+-𝑊1-𝐶2.

16: 𝛾 ←∞ ⊲ 𝛾 : upper bound of edge cost

17: while True do
18: Q ← {⟨𝑞, 𝑐a,𝑞 ⟩ | (a,𝑞) ∈ 𝐸 (𝑇 ) ∧ 𝑐a,𝑞 < 𝛾 }
19: if Q = ∅ then ⊲ no edges with smaller cost than 𝛾

20: S ← S ∪ {a } ⊲ put a on pause

21: break
22: 𝑐a,𝜙 ← max{𝑐a,𝑞 | ⟨𝑞, 𝑐a,𝑞 ⟩ ∈ Q}
23:

K ←{𝑘 | (𝑘,𝜙 ) ∈ 𝐸 (𝐺 ) ∧ (𝑘,𝜙 ) ∉ 𝐸 (𝑇 ) ∧
𝑘 ∉ S ∧ ∃⟨𝑘, 𝛿 ⟩ ∈ 𝒟 : 𝛿 ≤ Δ − 2}

24: if K ≠ ∅ then
25: 𝑐a′,𝜙 ← min{𝑐𝑘,𝜙 |𝑘 ∈ K ∧ (𝑘,𝜙 ) ∈ 𝐸 (𝐺 ) }
26: 𝐸 (𝑇 ) ← 𝐸 (𝑇 ) \ { (a, 𝜙 ) } ⊲ disconnect 𝜙 from a

27: 𝐸 (𝑇 ) ← 𝐸 (𝑇 ) ∪ { (a′, 𝜙 ) } ⊲ connect 𝜙 to a′

28: 𝑚𝑜𝑣 ←𝑚𝑜𝑣 + 1
29: break
30: else
31: 𝛾 ← 𝑐a,𝜙 ⊲ by updating the upper bound, Q will

become smaller (line 18) such that the

function will try a’s customer associ-

ated with the next largest edge weight

next time (line 22)

32: return𝑇

As shown in the pseudo code, from the edges connected to a

driver a who has the highest-degree Δ among all driver nodes,

we pick the largest-weight edge (a, 𝜙) between the driver and a

customer 𝜙 (line 22). If there exists a set K of drivers who can

serve 𝜙 and have a graph degree of at most Δ − 2, we “move” 𝜙 to

the driver a ′ ∈ K whose 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑅 (Equation 1) to 𝜙 is the shortest

among K . If K is empty, we do not move 𝜙 and we try to move the

customer associated with the next largest-weight edge connected

to a (inner while loop, lines 17-31). Then, we repeat the whole

process with the new highest-degree driver (outer while loop). The
function finishes when the bound is reached, i.e., Δ = 𝑚, or no

local moves were possible. Note that Δ can reach values less than

𝑚 when the driver with the highest degree is put on pause. In this

case, the degrees of the drivers with lower degree are minimized

instead, and Δ skips the value 𝑚. The paused drivers (including

the highest-degree driver) are probed again when Δ = 1. The final

assignment is given by the resulting MST.

Our experiments show that this method leads to significantly

lower service costs (SC) than the basic nearest neighbor-based one.

4.2 Routing
Computing the exact route of ad hoc drivers is the second stage of

our solution. Given a road network 𝐺 B ⟨𝑉 ,𝐴⟩ with a set of ver-

tices𝑉 and a set of edges𝐴, an ad hoc driver 𝑘 , a group of customers

assigned to the driver, and all the available pickup stores of the

retailers that the customers purchased from, we aim to minimize

service cost (SC) by optimizing the delivery route of the driver. We

name this novel routing problem as Group Hamiltonian Path with

Precedence Constraints Problem (GHPPCP). The classical Hamil-

tonian path problem aims to find whether there exists a path that

visits all the given vertices only once. Finding a delivery route for an

ad hoc driver is similar to computing a shortest Hamiltonian path.

But GHPPCP imposes further constraints to the shortest Hamil-

tonian path. First, a pickup store must precede its corresponding
customers in the route. Second, the route only needs to visit one

store per retailer. This is because a driver can pick up the goods for

all the customers of a retailer from a single store. In this section,

we first present a simple nearest-neighbor-based routing algorithm.

Then we present a more advanced routing algorithm that uses a

branch-and-bound approach.

4.2.1 Nearest-Neighbor-Based Routing. Starting from the source

of a driver, this algorithm expands the partial route by appending a

pickup store or a customer, which is the nearest stopping point to

the last stopping point on the partial route. If the nearest stopping

point has been visited or does not need to be visited due to the

constraints of the GHPPCP problem, the algorithm keeps searching

for the next available nearest stopping point. This is done until the

destination is reached.

4.2.2 Branch-and-Bound Routing. This algorithm aims to reduce

SC further using a variant of the classical Branch-and-Bound (BnB)

approach. A classical BnB algorithm finds the solution to an op-

timization problem by branching a tree structure. Each branch is
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associated with a lower bound and an upper bound. The algorithm

expands the most promising branch while discarding the branches

that would not produce better solutions than the existing best solu-

tion. In our case, the root of a BnB tree represents a driver’s source.

The path from the root to a leaf node represents a partial path

between the driver’s source and another stopping point, which can

be a pickup store, a customer or the driver’s destination.

As a driver must visit a pickup store of a retailer before visiting

any customer of the retailer, the selection of the pickup store plays

a vital role in computing the delivery route. The algorithm enu-

merates the combinations of pickup stores from different retailers

and builds a BnB tree for each combination. An example is shown

in Figure 3(a), where the customers purchased from three retail-

ers, Walmart, Target and Costco. The numbers of stores owned by

the retailers are 2, 3 and 2, respectively. Therefore, there would be

2×3×2 = 12 combinations of pickup stores. The example highlights

one of the combinations, (𝑊1,𝑇2,𝐶2). A BnB tree is constructed

based on this combination. The three stores are in the first level of

the BnB tree (Figure 3(b)) as one of them must be the first stopping

point after the driver’s source. There are 11 other BnB trees con-

structed in the same way as this tree. A BnB tree may contain a

number of partial paths. The algorithm computes a lower bound

and an upper bound for each partial path in the tree.

A partial path is prioritized to be branched if the associated lower

bound is the minimum among all partial paths of all BnB trees. For

example, in Figure 3(b), we assume that the partial path between 𝑘+

and𝑊1 has the minimum lower bound among all the partial paths

that have been found so far in all the 12 BnB trees. This partial path

is branched, resulting in 4 new partial paths (Figure 3(c)). To speed

up the search, the algorithm prunes branches in BnB trees if the

expansion of the branches would not lead to better results than

expanding the most promising branch found so far. The algorithm

maintains a global minimum upper bound, which may decrease as

more partial paths are expanded. When the global minimum upper

bound becomes lower than the lower bound of a partial path, the

algorithm will dismiss (prune) the partial path in the future.

The lower bound or upper bound of a partial path is a numeric

value that is aggregated from two parts. The first part is the travel

cost of the partial path, i.e., the cost of travelling from the root of the

BnB tree to the last node on the path. The second part is an estimate

of the travel cost associated with the unvisited nodes. The lower

bound and the upper bound differ in the way to compute the second

part. For the lower bound, the second part is the sum of the one-hop

distances between each unvisited node and its nearest neighbor,

even if multiple unvisited nodes share the same nearest neighbor.

The lower bound is likely to be lower than the actual delivery cost

because it only concerns one-hop neighbors rather than a complete

path when estimating the travel cost in the second part. The upper

bound, on the other hand, computes the second part by assuming

that the driver will follow a Hamiltonian path for the rest of the trip.

The Hamiltonian path is computed with the nearest-neighbor-based

routing algorithm described earlier (Section 4.2.1).

4.3 Detour Control
The methods presented in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 can help

reduce delivery costs. However, it is still possible that some ad

hoc drivers need to make large detours. We present two methods

that guarantee the maximum detour distance by controlling the

size and shape of the area where an ad hoc driver can pick up

and deliver goods. These methods can be used to set the limit of

the service cost SC. The first method limits the maximum detour

for visiting individual stores or customers. This method can be

applied in the assignment stage. The second method enables a more

aggressive control by setting a distance threshold for the whole

delivery route. This method can be applied in the routing stage. Due

to the constraints imposed by these detour control methods, the

proportion of customers served by ad hoc drivers (PC as defined

in Section 3) may decrease when the methods are applied. The

customers who cannot be served by ad hoc drivers need to be

assigned to dedicated drivers. Our experiments show that PC can

still be close to 100%when the first detour control method is applied.

4.3.1 Path-Expansion Method. This method controls the maximum

detour for visiting individual stores or customers. To achieve this,

the method finds an area covering the driver’s original route. The

maximum distance from any point on the boundary of the area to

any node on the driver’s original route is 𝑓 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 , where 𝑓 is a

detour fraction and 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 is the length of the original route. With

this restriction in place, a driver can only visit pickup stores and

customers within that area. We show an example of this method

in Figure 4, where the fraction parameter is set to 0.5. The figure

shows a search space centred at each node on the original route.

The distance between any point on the boundary of a search space

and the centre of the space is less or equal to 0.5 times the original

route’s distance. The whole serviceable area, where the driver can

pickup and deliver goods, is the union of all the search spaces. We

should note that the search spaces are not perfect circles as the

distances are network distances rather than Euclidean distances.

Figure 4: The search space expands from driver 𝑘’s route by
up to 𝑓 = 0.5 times the route’s distance. The expansion is
made from each node on the original route (𝑘+, 𝑖, 𝑘−). Wal-
mart and Target stores and some customers are within the
expanded area. The delivery route (shown in blue dotted ar-
rows) includes round trips to the stores and the customers in
this example.

This method enforces an upper bound of the delivery cost. Let 𝑓

be the detour fraction, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 be the distance of the original route

from 𝑘+ to 𝑘− , |𝑅𝑘 | be the number of retailers in the expanded area

and |𝐶𝑘 | be the number of customers in the expanded area. We have

the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The upper bound of the driver’s delivery costU𝑘

can be calculated as:

U𝑘 =
(
2𝑓 ( |𝑅𝑘 | + |𝐶𝑘 |) + 1

)
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 (2)
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Figure 5: (a) An ellipse with constant 𝑡 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 where 𝑡 is the
maximum cost threshold and 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 is the distance of the dri-
ver’s original route. The driver’s source (𝑘+) and destination
(𝑘−) are the two foci. The Walmart store is added to the par-
tial route at this step. (b) In the next step, a new ellipse is
created with foci Walmart and 𝑘− . The ellipse’s constant is
𝑡 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑥 , where 𝑥 is the network distance from 𝑘+ to Wal-
mart. Customer 𝑐2 is added to the partial route. (c) In the last
step, a new ellipse is created with foci 𝑐2 and 𝑘− . The ellipse’s
constant is 𝑡 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑥 − 𝑦, where 𝑦 is the network distance
fromWalmart to 𝑐2. The complete route is found at this step.

Proof. In the worst case, any store or customer is only con-

nected with a specific node on the driver’s original route, which

means the driver must diverge from a point on the original route,

visit the store or customer, then return to the diverging point before

going forward along the original route. Therefore, we can conclude

that the cost of visiting a store or customer is at most twice of

𝑓 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 due to the round-trip. Assuming the driver needs to visit

all the retailers and the customers in the area, the maximum detour

distance would be 2𝑓 ( |𝑅𝑘 | + |𝐶𝑘 |)𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 . Finally, we must also count

the distance of the driver’s original route as the original route is

included in the delivery route. □

4.3.2 Cost-Threshold Method. The cost upper bound achieved by

the path-expansion method depends on the number of retailers

and the number of customers. Since these numbers may not be

predictable, the upper bound may change in various scenarios. To

achieve a stronger cost guarantee, it would be ideal to have a fixed

upper bound regardless of the random factors. We develop a method

that sets a fixedmaximum cost threshold 𝑡 for the entire delivery
route. This method controls the size and shape of the area where

a delivery route is searched. By applying this method, the upper

bound of the delivery cost for a driver 𝑘 is 𝑡 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 where 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 is

the distance of the original route of the driver.

The area for searching a delivery route is located based on the

concept of ellipses. An ellipse has two fixed points called foci. For

any point in the interior of an ellipse, the combined distance be-

tween the point and the two foci is not larger than a constant. In our

case, the area where a delivery route is searched can resemble an

ellipse. If a driver only ever needs to visit one store or one customer,

we can find the whole delivery route with only one ellipse, where

the foci are the driver’s source and destination and the constant

associated with the ellipse is 𝑡 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘 . However, a driver needs

to make at least two stops (one store and one customer) during a

delivery trip. In some cases a driver needs to make a large number

of stops during the trip. The total travel cost of the trip needs to

be below the upper bound no matter how many stops are made.

For this reason, we need to create a new ellipse whenever a new

waypoint is added to a partial route, i.e., when a nearest neighbor

Table 1: Four variants of our solution based on CD-CRSS
model. IRNN-BnB is the default solution when comparing
CD-CRSS against other models.

Acronym Assignment Method Routing Method
𝑁𝑁–𝑁𝑁 NN NN

𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵 NN BnB

𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝑁𝑁 IRNN with Predecessors NN

𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵 IRNN with Predecessors BnB

is found in the nearest-neighbor-based routing or when a node is

branched in the branch-and-bound routing. In the new ellipse, the

first focal point is the last node on the partial route, the second

focal point remains at the destination of the driver. The new ellipse

also needs to be associated with a lower constant because the par-

tial route becomes longer while the maximum cost threshold 𝑡 is

fixed. Specifically, the new constant is the old constant minus the

distance of the last leg on the partial route. With the new ellipse, we

continue finding the route towards the destination. We repeat this

procedure until the destination is reached. This method provides a

stronger constraint on service cost (𝑆𝐶) than the path-expansion

method but it can lead to a lower proportion of customers served

by ad hoc drivers (𝑃𝐶) due to the smaller space for finding a route.

The procedure of finding delivery routes based on ellipses can

be explained with the example in Figure 5.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We ran experiments to compare the performance of our CD-CRSS

model against the existing model adopted by major retailers. For

the existing model, we assume that the goods purchased by a cus-

tomer are always picked up from the store that is the closest one

to the customer and the driver who delivers the goods is the clos-

est driver to the pickup store. For CD-CRSS, we implement four

variants of our solution (Table 1). The default solution of CD-CRSS

is named 𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵 because it uses IRNN with predecessors for

assignment (Section 4.1.2) and the branch-and-bound approach

for routing (Section 4.2.2). In addition, the experiments include a

Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP)-based solution that gives the

optimal delivery routes.

The effects of different parameters on the performance of the

models are evaluated through experiments. Number of customers is
the total number of customers that submit delivery requests (the

size of set 𝐶 defined in Section 3). Some or all of the customers can

be served by ad hoc drivers in different scenarios. Ratio of customers
to drivers is the ratio of the number of customers to the total number

of drivers. This parameter controls the number of drivers (the size

of set 𝐷 defined in Section 3). The maximum degree of MST is the

highest degree of the MST tree that is used for balancing workload

between drivers (Section 4.1.2). It is the largest possible number

of customers assigned to any driver when CD-CRSS’ assignment

stage uses the IRNN-based method. Detour fraction controls the

maximum detour distance for visiting an individual customer or

store. It is computed as the ratio of the maximum detour distance to

the distance of the original route of a driver.When testing the effects

of this parameter, CD-CRSS-based solutions use the path-expansion

method for detour control (Section 4.3.1). Maximum cost threshold
is associated with the fixed upper bound of delivery cost. When
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Table 2: Parameter settings

Parameter Values Default
Number of customers 8 - 2048 256

Ratio of customers to drivers 1, 2, 4, 8 4

Maximum degree of MST 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 8

Detour fraction 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 infinity

Maximum cost threshold 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2 infinity

testing the effects of this parameter, CD-CRSS-based solutions use

the cost-threshold method for detour control (Section 4.3.2). The

parameter settings are detailed in Table 2.

A batch of 256 customers as default is shown to be enough in

Section 5.1.1. Having a default proportion of 1:4 between ad hoc

drivers and customers is also a reasonable assumption, especially

because of the pandemic, where the number of customers at home

increased drastically. For each set of parameter settings, we run

50 experiments on a random 100𝑘𝑚2
area in Melbourne. The road

network and the store locations of four major retailers inMelbourne

are extracted from OpenStreetMap [28]. Customer locations are

uniformly distributed at random.We simulate ad hoc drivers leaving

their workplaces and going home. The start locations of drivers are

Zipfian distributed, which mimics crowded areas such as the CBD.

The end location of drivers are uniformly distributed at random.

The distribution of the results is shown through box plots.

We evaluate the performance based on service cost (SC), pro-
cessing time, average detour, and proportion of served cus-
tomers (PC). Service cost is the total travel distance of the ad hoc

drivers. Processing time is the length of the period in which all the

requests are processed. Average detour is the average ratio of de-

livery distance to the distance of the original route. Proportion of
served customers is the ratio of customers served by ad hoc drivers

to all the customers. When comparing CD-CRSS against other mod-

els, we also use two other measurements. The first measurement is

service cost ratio, which is the SC of CD-CRSS divided by the SC

of another model. The second measurement is processing time
ratio, which is the processing time of CD-CRSS divided by the

processing time of another model.

5.1 Results
5.1.1 Number of Customers. As shown in Figure 6(a), the service

cost achieved by CD-CRSS is up to 20% less than the existingmodel’s

service cost. The advantage of CD-CRSS becomes more significant

when there are more customers. This is due to the fact that the
benefit of optimizing store selection tends to increase when
more customers can get goods from the same store. The results
also show that CD-CRSS is readily deployable since our solution can

process 256 requests in only 8 seconds (Figure 6(b)) while a recent

study shows that in average 256 delivery requests are submitted

for every 12 minutes in Melbourne [27]. Even with 2048 requests,

CD-CRSS can complete the process in 100 seconds, which means

our solution is suitable for a scenario, where approximately every

household in a city of size 5 million puts an online order every day

for crowdsourced delivery
2
.

2
It is also noteworthy to mention that unlike processing times in computing, travel

gains at the level of 20% are seen as high gains in transport engineering.

Figure 6: (a) Ratio of CD-CRSS’ service cost to the existing
model’s service cost drops to 80% (red dashed line) when there
are 2048 customers. (b) CD-CRSS and the existing model take
comparable processing times.

Figure 7: The retailer-specific version of CD-CRSS achieves
up to 20% service cost reduction from the existing model
(indicated by the blue dashed line). The retailer-independent
version of CD-CRSS achieves up to 50% service cost reduction
from the existing model (indicated by the red dashed line).

The performance of CD-CRSS can be improved even further

if customers can buy the same products from different retailers,

i.e., customers buy from a retailer-independent platform like Ama-

zon. By adopting the Amazon-like model, the pickup stores can

be selected from a wider range, increasing the possibility to re-

duce delivery costs further. We conduct an experiment to compare

CD-CRSS’ performance in the retailer-specific scenario against the

model’s performance in the retailer-independent scenario (Figure 7).

The retailer-independent version of CD-CRSS achieves up to 50%

cost reduction from the existing model used by major retailers,

which is an exceptionally high value of cost savings in travel.

5.1.2 Customer-Driver Ratio. With a larger ratio of customers to

drivers, a driver tends to serve more customers. This can result in

the increase of delivery costs due to the increase of detour distance.

This is evidenced in Figure 8, where we compare the average detour

achieved by four variants of our solution based on CD-CRSS. We

can observe that the average detour nearly doubles when the ratio

increases from 1 to 8. The default solution (IRNN-BnB) achieves

lower detour than other solutions in all the cases. This indicates

that the combination of IRNN-based assignment and BnB-based

routing yields the best results. The result does not show the de-

tour achieved by NN-BnB when the ratio is 8 because the solution

requires prohibitive computation time under the setting.
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Figure 8: Average detour increases as the ratio of customers
to ad hoc drivers increases.

Figure 9: (a) Service cost of IRNN-BnB decreases gradually
when workload becomes increasingly unbalanced (the max-
imum degree 𝑚 of MST increases). (b) Processing time of
delivery plans increases exponentially at the same time.

5.1.3 Maximum Degree of MST. In this experiment, we evaluate

the impact of load balancing on the default solution of CD-CRSS,

IRNN-BnB. Specifically, we evaluate the effects of the maximum

degree 𝑚 of MST, which determines the aggressiveness of load

balancing, on service cost and processing time. Figure 9(a) shows

that the service cost decreases gradually with the increase of𝑚. A

higher𝑚 leads to a more unbalanced workload between drivers,

reducing the service cost as the customers can be served in a less

number of delivery trips. However, the processing time of delivery

plans increases exponentially when𝑚 increases (Figure 9(b)). The

significant increase of processing time is due to the fact that the

number of partial paths that need to be checked in BnB routing

grows exponentially. Since we are also after an assignment size

that allows efficient computation without significant impact on the

service cost, we chose𝑚 = 8 as the default maximum degree𝑚 of

MST for IRNN-based assignment in CD-CRSS.

5.1.4 Detour Control Parameters. In the ideal situation, crowd-

sourced delivery can serve a large proportion of customers using ad

hoc drivers while limiting the detours made by the drivers. We pre-

sented two detour control methods in Section 4.3, a path-expansion

method and a cost-threshold method. The first method applies a

detour fraction when expanding the search area of customers and

stores. The second method imposes a fixed cost threshold for the

entire delivery route. This experiment evaluates the effectiveness of

the two methods. The results are shown in Figure 10. Based on the

results, the two solutions that use Nearest Neighbor-based assign-

ment (NN-NN and NN-BnB) are not usable when detour control

is applied due to the fact that less than 10% of the customers are

Figure 10: Performance of detour control methods in terms
of average detour and proportion of served customers. The
left column shows the performance of the path-expansion
method with different settings of detour fraction. The right
column shows the performance of the cost-thresholdmethod
with different settings of the maximum cost threshold.

assigned to ad hoc drivers. We focus on the other two solutions

that use IRNN-based assignment in the rest of the section.

For both detour control methods, the average detour achieved by

IRNN-NN and IRNN-BnB increases when the upper bound of deliv-

ery cost increases. This is shown in the top row of Figure 10. How-

ever, the cost-threshold method (the top-right sub-figure) achieves

lower average detour values than the path-expansionmethod, where

the cost upper bound is more relaxed (the top-left sub-figure).

We also observe a difference between IRNN-NN and IRNN-BnB

in terms of the proportion of customers served by ad hoc drivers.

As shown in the bottom-left sub-figure in Figure 10, nearly all cus-

tomers are served by ad hoc drivers when the detour fraction 𝑓

is between 0.15 and 0.2 with the path-expansion method. On the

contrary, even though the cost-threshold method achieves smaller

detours, less than 40% of the customers are assigned to ad hoc

drivers (the bottom-right sub-figure). This means that dedicated

drivers have to be deployed to serve a large portion of the cus-

tomers, which can be costly to the retailer. This may negate the

benefit of the cost-threshold method. To allow for higher rates of

crowdsourcing, we thus recommend using IRNN-BnB with 𝑓 being

as high as possible (acceptable to the ad hoc drivers).

5.1.5 MILP. We also benchmark the default solution of CD-CRSS,

𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵, against the MILP-based solution (Figure 11). For this

experiment, the numbers of customers are smaller than those used

in other experiments as the MILP solver takes a significantly long

time to compute optimal delivery routes with more than 16 cus-

tomers. Also, we do not perform load balancing for the drivers in

𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵 due to the low number of customers in this experiment.
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Figure 11: (a) The service cost of the default CD-CRSS solu-
tion, 𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵, is less than 1.5 times the optimal service
cost computed by the MILP solver. (b) The CD-CRSS solution
runs 2-3 orders of magnitude faster than the MILP solver.

𝐼𝑅𝑁𝑁–𝐵𝑛𝐵 yields a service cost close to the cost yielded by the

MILP solver (Figure 11(a)). However, our solution runs two to three

orders of magnitude faster than the MILP solver (Figure 11(b)).

6 CONCLUSIONS
Our work has shown that it is possible to reduce the cost of crowd-

sourced delivery through concurrent selection of pickup stores and

drivers. Our solution is highly effective in terms of cost saving. It

can reduce delivery costs by up to 50% compared with the existing

model adopted by major retailers. At the same time, our solution

can process once-a-day delivery for every household in a city with

millions of people as it can process over 2000 requests in a batch in

100 seconds. Future research can investigate the possibility of dy-

namic adjustments to delivery routes as our work assumes drivers

would not change routes once the routes have been computed.
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